
British Literature 
The Restoration & Enlightenment 

(1660 – 1798)  



The House of Tudor 



Where did we leave off… 



Queen Elizabeth I 



The House of Stuart 



James I and Charles I 

Scottish, Henry VII great 
grandson, superstitious  

Son of James I, tyrant, 
unfair taxation, executed 



Republican Commonwealth: 
 Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector 



King Charles II 
• 1660: Restoration of the Monarchy 

after “trial” republic 

• Charles II  - Exiled to France. 
Returns with the glamour and 
elegance of the French court. 

– Rich silks with lace-trimmed 
finery 

– Elaborate wigs and sparkling 
jewels 

– Stately dances at elegant balls 

– Theatre, arts, and sciences 

• Beginning of a lively period of 
British history. 



King James II 
• Charles leaves behind    
no children. 
• Brother James is 
crowned, but he is 
Catholic and not bright. 
•  Creates final upheaval 
when he attempts to 
restore Catholicism. 
• 1688: Forced to abdicate 
in the Glorious 
(Bloodless) Revolution 



William and Mary 
• James is replaced by his 

Protestant  daughter Mary 
and her husband, William. 

• King sees Catholic France 
as an enemy. 

• Involves England in 
“Second Hundred Years’ 
War.” 

• English Bill of Rights 



Queen Anne 
• William dies, crown goes to 

Anne, Mary’s Protestant 
sister. 

• Opposes the wars with 
France. 

• Scotland unites with 
England to form Great 
Britain. 

• Outlives her children, dies 
in 1714, leaving no heir. 



The House of 
Hanover 



King George I 

• Anne’s distant 
cousin - German 

• George speaks no 
English and relies 
on his prime 
minister, Robert 
Walpole—the 1st 
prime minister 



King George II and King      
George III 

• 1727 - French and 
Indian War – Great 
Britain acquires 
French Canada. 

• 1783: Britain loses 
the American 
colonies.  

 



The Age 
of 

Reason 



The Enlightenment 
• Age of Reason: order, balance, logic, and 

reason are of primary importance. 
• Scientific inquiry applied to everything from 

farming to politics. 
• Religion becomes less emotional 
• John Locke: Social Contract, Tabula Rasa. 
• Sir Isaac Newton: rationally explains both 

gravity and motion. 



The Enlightenment Lifestyle 
• Many British live very well. 
• Aristocrats live in lavish 

country estates  
• Parliament lives in spacious 

London townhouses when in 
session. 

• Writers, artists, and politicians 
gather daily in London 
coffeehouses. 

• Educated women hold salons 
where they participate in 
intellectual exchange. 



Advances and Changes 
• Improvements in living conditions: 

– Smallpox vaccinations 

– More productive farming methods improve 
Britain’s food supply 

– Breeding experiments result in larger animals—
doubling the supply of meat 

• Peasant farmers are driven off the land—only the 
wealthy graze their livestock. 

• Destroys English village life. 



The Industrial Revolution 
• Displaced peasant 

villagers seek 
employment in new 
factories. 

• Changes country 
towns to dirty 
manufacturing 
centers, with restless, 
poor workers. 

• Child labor becomes 
commonplace. 



Literary Notes  
• Satire: definition: ridiculing customs or 

institutions to improve society 
• Alexander Pope: dominates with his 

epigrammatic and satiric verses 
• Jonathan Swift: writes satirical poetry and prose, 

including Gulliver’s Travels and “A Modest 
Proposal” 

• Novels, as we know them, first appear during the 
18th century 
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